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Abstract
We introduce and study a new class of queries that we refer to as ACMA (arithmetic constraints on multiple attributes) queries. Such combinatorial queries require the simultaneous satisfaction of arithmetic constraints on three or more attributes from different relations, and thus often involve expensive multi-join operations. Building on techniques from constraint programming, we develop preprocessing methods, algorithms, and a new constrained join operator that allow ACMA queries to be evaluated efficiently within a conventional relational database engine. We present the results of a careful performance evaluation of both our new approach and the conventional nested-loop join algorithm.

Measurements of tuples read, intermediate tuples generated, and execution time shows that our approach achieves superior performance for ACMA joins.

1. Introduction
As database technologies are applied in ever more diverse fields, we encounter the need to perform new classes of queries: including, as we consider here, combinatorial queries that seek to identify tuples from multiple relations with particular characteristics. Frequently, the combinatorial query condition in such queries is expressed by arithmetic constraints on three or more attributes from these relations: what we refer to as ACMAs (arithmetic constraints on multiple attributes).

Queries involving ACMAs cannot be implemented efficiently using the conventional approach of composing pair-wise joins, as the evaluation process requires those multiple query conditions be satisfied simultaneously, and each condition refers to more than two attributes in different relations. Thus the question that we address in this paper: can we introduce support for such queries into relational database systems without requiring significant major modifications to the underlying database engine?

Example Suppose a database with the following relations:
- supplier(sid, price), denoted S, contains for every raw material supplier, the id of the supplier and the price for every unit of raw material.
- preProcessFactory(pid, rate, price), denoted P, contains for each raw material preprocessing factory, the factory id, the quantity of preprocessed material made from an unit of raw material, and the price for processing of an unit of raw material.
- componentFactory(cid, rate, price), denoted C, contains for each components manufacturing factory, the factory id, the number of components made from an unit of preprocessed material, and the charge for the manufacture of every 1000 components.
- delivery(did, price, rate), denoted D, details the ids of the delivery companies, the unit price for the delivery of every 1000 components, and the percentage of components delivered without damage.

Suppose the production process of a component has multi-stages: purchase of raw material, raw material preprocessing, components manufacturing, and components delivery. A component provider wants to assemble a raw material supplier, a material preprocessing factory, a component manufacturing factory, and a delivery company together to provide components. The component provider requires that the production process provides more than 900 components under a total cost 16 for every unit of raw material purchased. The request is described by a SQL query in Figure 1.

Note that the query condition is a conjunction of two arithmetic constraints on attributes from four relations. The first constraint is on the total price that is the sum of the cost in every stage.
An arithmetic constraint is on the number of components delivered by this production process.

<p>| | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tuple#</td>
<td>sid</td>
<td>price</td>
<td>tuple#</td>
<td>pid</td>
<td>rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SELECT * FROM S, P, C, D WHERE S.price + P.price + P.rate * C.rate * C.price + P.rate * C.rate * D.price <= 15 AND P.rate * C.rate * D.price >= 900

Figure 1. An example of an ACMA join query, showing four relations and the query

Similar queries also arise in other areas including utility computing, decision support, scientific computing, and e-commerce [19]. For example, in e-commerce, a traveler might request airline tickets, a hotel within ten miles of the airport, and a rental car—all with a total cost under a specified budget.

Definition 1 (ACMA Query) An arithmetic constraint is an equation or inequality on real or integer attributes and/or constants and involving arithmetic functions (such as +, -, *, /) of attributes and constants defined in database systems. An arithmetic constraint on multiple attributes (ACMA) is an arithmetic constraint that contains more than two attributes from more than one relation. An ACMA join is a join operation whose join condition is a conjunction of one or more ACMAs. We call each ACMA a primitive constraint.

Current database systems implement ACMA joins by a set of binary join operators. Commonly used optimization techniques for pair-wise joins, such as sorting join and hashing join, cannot be applied to this kind of query because they work only for simple equality or inequality comparison join conditions. Nested-loop join is the only well-known technique for complex join conditions [23]. Furthermore, for an ACMA constraint such as \( P.rate \times C.rate \times D.rate \geq 900 \), current join operators cannot test the satisfiability of an intermediate tuple until all variables have been determined. A consequence of this inability to remove intermediate tuples that will not lead to any results is that the query evaluation process must ultimately evaluate the Cartesian product of all tuples of all join relations, which may lead to high memory and computation costs.

ACMA join can also be viewed as combinatorial search [2], a problem that has been thoroughly studied by researchers in constraint and mathematical programming [9,15,20]. Efficient combinatorial search algorithms have been developed that avoid evaluating all possible states by pruning unsatisfiable results from the search space. However, these algorithms assume that all data are stored in memory and that the required values have some basic data types, such as integers. No work has been done to apply these techniques to the problem of locating tuples from multiple tables.

In this paper, we introduce a new approach to ACMA joins that allows search space refinement technologies from constraint programming to be applied within the context of a database system. Specifically, we introduce a new constrained join operator, an extended version of the current nested-loop operator that is guided in its operations by bounds information summarizing the finite value domains of its target relations. This bounds information consumes little memory and allows the new operator to guide the search process rapidly to a specified number of results (or to failure) from the relations being joined. We also show how this new operator can be introduced into query plans along with additional selection operators to achieve significant reductions in both tuples read and intermediate tuples generated relative to conventional operators and plans.

The major contributions of the paper are as follows.

- We define a new class of constraint satisfaction problems, DB_CSP, that models a set of challenging combinatorial search problems arising in database systems: ACMA joins. Constraint satisfaction problems (CSP), originally defined in the constraint programming area, are often used to model combinatorial search problems, and numerous search algorithms are available. However, searching on large databases introduces new challenges. We define DB_CSP to model these challenges.
- We design a combinatorial search algorithm that can handle DB_CSP problems, and show that this algorithm can be integrated into existing database join operators via the definition of query plans based on a new preprocessing operation and constrained join operator. We implement these techniques in a prototype system.
- We conduct experiments that allow us both to quantify the performance characteristics of the constrained join operator and to compare those characteristics with existing join operators in a relational database system. Our results show that our extensions can achieve order-of-magnitude performance improvements for ACMA joins.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes related work. In Section 3, we explain how ACMA join queries can be expressed as a class of constraint satisfaction problem with specific properties, examine the properties of these DB-CSP problems, and introduce our algorithm for solving such problems. In Section 4, we describe our implementation of this algorithm. In Section 5, we introduce a query that we use in Section 6 to compare the performance of our join algorithm with existing join algorithm. We conclude and outline our plans for future work in Section 7.

2. Related work

The problem of implementing ACMA join is closely related to the multi-join problem. Multi-joins are usually implemented by a set of pair-wise operations [3,5,18]. However, this pair-wise strategy does not work well for ACMA join queries.

Algorithms proposed by Fagin et al. [4] and Ilyas et al. [11] for top-k queries can be extended to implement queries with a constraint on the value of a monotone function, such as \( A_{attribute_1} + B_{attribute_2} + C_{attribute_3} > N \). They sort all join relations based on the value of attributes in the constraint, and then check the combination of tuples in the order of the value of the monotone function. However, this method can only use one constraint to guide the search process, which is not efficient when there are multiple constraints. In addition, this method is restricted to constraints on monotone functions.

Agarwal et al [1] address queries with linear constraints, and Guha et al. [7] address queries with aggregation constraints. However, their work is only valid for queries on one relation.

Semantic query optimization [8,12] exploits the knowledge about relations, tuples in relations, and various constraints associated them to translate a query condition into a semantically equivalent query condition that can be processed more efficiently. In this paper, we present a systematic scheme to rewrite ACMA into query conditions that can be processed more efficiently. Besides, we introduce a mechanism to predict if an intermediate tuple will lead to a final result that helps reduce the number of intermediate tuples created during the join operation, thus improve the query performance.

Combinatorial search problems in areas such as scheduling, routing, and timetabling that involve choosing from among a finite number of possibilities have been formulated as constraint satisfaction problems [9,15,20]. Constraint-solving algorithms have been developed in several research communities, including node and arc consistency techniques [10,22] in artificial intelligence, bounds propagation techniques [15] in constraint programming, and integer programming techniques [24] in operations research.

Vardi and Kolaitis [13,21] prove the intimate relationship between constraint satisfaction problems and database queries. So-called constraint database extended conventional relational databases to model relations with an infinite number of data [16]. However, no work has been done to study how to use constraint-solving algorithms to manage complex queries such as ACMA joins on conventional databases.

3. Supporting ACMA join operations

An ACMA join is triggered by a query that specifies arithmetic constraints on multiple tuples from several relations in the selection conditions. An example is shown in Figure 1. The essence of our approach is to treat ACMA join operation as a constraint satisfaction problem and apply constraint-solving technologies to implement search functions.

3.1 Background on constraint satisfaction

The following definition is from Marriott and Stuckey [15].

**Definition 2 (Constraint Satisfaction Problem)** A constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) consists of a constraint C (the selection conditions) over variables \( x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n \) and a domain D that maps each variable \( x_i \) to a finite set of allowed values, \( D(x_i) \). The problem is to find assignments to these variables such that the constraint C is satisfied. The complete CSP is understood to be a constraint \( C \land x_1 \in D(x_1) \land \ldots \land x_n \in D(x_n) \).

Constraint satisfaction problems have been used to model many real-life problems and many algorithms have been developed to optimize the search process for problems with arithmetic constraints. In the following sections, we describe how these algorithms can be adapted to improve the performance of ACMA joins in database systems.

3.2 ACMA join as a constraint satisfaction problem

We can formalize a database join operation as a CSP by associating a variable with every required tuple. The domain of each variable is all tuples in the associated relation. Constraints on variables describe selection conditions. For example, we can express the query of Figure 1 as the following CSP, with the variables \( T_i \) (\( i = 1 \ldots 4 \)) denoting the required tuples from S, P, C, and D, respectively. The first two lines are primitive constraints.
CSPs that express ACMA joins in this way share some common features: the values of variables are tuples with multiple attributes; constraints on variables are usually expressed by constraints on the attributes of those variables; the number of variables is typically not large, but the domain of each variable may be extremely large; and (if, as will often be the case, multiple queries are posed against the same database) different CSPs differ only in terms of their constraints, while sharing common variable domains corresponding to all tuples in all relations of the database. We call this kind of CSP a DB_CSP.

This formulation of ACMA join queries as a (particular class of) constraint satisfaction problem suggests that we may be able to apply constraint-solving algorithms to the solutions.

### 3.3 Search algorithm

In this section, we show how we can integrate search techniques developed for CSPs into database search engines to implement ACMA joins efficiently.

As illustrated in Figure 2(a), current database systems use multiple nested-loop operators to implement a single ACMA join. (We assume in that figure that the execution plan is pipelining.) However, this sort of execution plan must read in many tuples and create many intermediate tuples that cannot lead to any solutions. For example, the join operator used to join S and P in Figure 2(a) cannot remove any intermediate tuples based on the two ACMAs, and thus all intermediate tuples are passed to the upper level to join with C. Yet if we know that the value of $T_2$.rate * $T_3$.rate * $T_4$.price ≤ 16 and $T_2$.rate * $T_3$.rate * $T_4$.rate ≥ 900, and $T_1$.price + $T_2$.rate * $T_3$.rate * $T_4$.rate * $T_5$.price + $T_2$.rate * $T_3$.rate * $T_4$.price ≤ 16.

These considerations lead us to propose the new execution plan shown in Figure 2. This new plan differs from the original in two respects. First, we add selection operators that filter tuples that cannot lead to a solution. Second, we introduce a new constrained join operator, which extends the nested-loop join operator to generate only intermediate tuples that possibly lead to a solution. Because every intermediate tuple will join tuples from other relations in the following join operators, this new plan saves computation time, I/O, and memory needed by the following join operations.

Although this execution plan is straightforward, it needs more intelligence in the database query processor to determine the selection conditions in the selection operators and to instruct join operators to create only intermediate tuples that possibly lead to a final solution.

#### 3.3.1. Initializing selection operators

In order to initialize filter conditions in each selection operator, we need to translate the ACMAs in the join condition into a set of range constraints, such as P.rate > 0.9, that can be utilized by selection operators to filter tuples. This translation operation should be general such that it can be applied to any ACMA. Also, this operation should be powerful such that it can create range constraints with maximal selectivity. We implement this operation as function CheckConsistency (Figure 3) by utilizing and extending consistency checking algorithms from CSP area.

The CheckConsistency function applies consistency-checking algorithms to each ACMA in the query condition in turn. Traditionally, these algorithms use information about the domain of each variable in the constraint to eliminate, from the domains of both that variable and other variables, values that cannot lead to a solution. However, in the case of a DB_CSP problem, variable domains are tuples in relations that will typically be maintained on disk. Thus, if a consistency algorithm finds that a particular set of tuples cannot lead to a solution, it adds a range constraint in the related selection operator to filter those tuples. This filtering can reduce significantly the number of tuples passed up to the join operator. In addition, if an index is available for the attributes that appear in the selection condition, filtering can also reduce the number of tuples read from disk.

Consistency algorithms can be applied to any ACMAs. Also it keeps removing values from variable domains (in our case, adding new range constraints) until a consistent state is reached that means no further search space refinement (in our case, adding new range constraints) is possible.

A wide variety of consistency algorithms have been developed [15], with widely varying
characteristics in terms of the amount of information required to refine domains and their computational complexity. We choose to use the node consistency algorithm and bounds consistency algorithm because they need only bounds information for value domains. (As noted above, reducing accesses to value domains is particularly important in the case where values are tuples of a relation stored on disk.)

```
// C is the CSP corresponding to an ACMA query
1 CheckConsistency(C)
2 FOREACH primitive constraint c ∈ C
3    IF (c is not node consistent)
4        a = NodeConsistencyAlgorithm(c)
5    ENDIF
6    b = BoundsConsistencyAlgorithm(c)
7    IF (c is not bounds consistent)
8        If(a || !b) return false
9    ENDIF
10 RETURN true
```

Figure 3. The consistency checking algorithm, used both to initialize selection operators and to filter unsatisfiable tuples within the constrained join operator.

The node and bounds consistency algorithms work by removing all unsatisfied values from value domains until a node- or bounds-consistent state, respectively, is reached (Definitions 3 and 4)—or a domain becomes empty, in which case we can conclude that there is no solution.

**Definition 3 (Node Consistent)** An primitive constraint (see definition 1) \( c \) is node consistent [15] if either the constraint involves multiple variable attributes or if all values in the domain of the single attribute are a solution of \( c \).

**Definition 4 (Bound Consistent)** An arithmetic primitive constraint (see definition 1) \( c \) is bounds consistent [15] if for each variable attribute \( \text{attr} \) that appears in this constraint, there exist two solutions with \( \text{attr} \) assigned to maximal and minimal value of \( \text{attr} \) respectively.

We consider the example of Figure 1 once again, this time to show how consistency checking proceeds.

*Node consistency:* All ACMAs are node consistent because they have more than one variable attribute.

*Bounds consistency:* The primitive constraint \( \text{T}_2.\text{rate} \times \text{T}_3.\text{rate} \times \text{T}_4.\text{rate} \geq 900 \) is not bounds consistent because there is no assignment with \( \text{T}_2.\text{rate} = 0.8 \) that satisfies this constraint. Thus, we apply the bounds consistency algorithm on this constraint to update all variable value domains until a bounds-consistent state is reached.

Figure 4 shows both the selection conditions that result from this preprocessing and the relations \( S', P' \), \( C' \) and \( D' \), which represent the domains of \( T_1, T_2, T_3 \) and \( T_4 \), respectively, following preprocessing by the selection operators. We see that the size of the search space, which corresponds to the Cartesian product of all variable domains, is reduced from \( 5 \times 5 \times 5 \times 5 = 625 \) to \( 2 \times 2 \times 2 \times 2 = 16 \).

```
3.3.2. Extending the join operator. We extend the current nested-loop join operator to incorporate logic for filtering intermediate tuples that cannot lead to any final solution. For clarification, we call the new operator a constrained join operator.

We assume the original nested-loop join operator is implemented in terms of three iterator functions, \( \text{Open}, \text{GetNext}, \) and \( \text{Close} \), used to open relations, get the next tuple, and close relations, respectively. We extend the operator by rewriting the \( \text{GetNext} \) function. To distinguish the new \( \text{GetNext} \) function from the original, we rename the original to \( \text{OriginalGetNext} \). Figure 5 shows the new \( \text{GetNext} \) function.

```
// CQ is the CSP corresponding to an ACMA query
1 GetNext()
2   WHILE (true)
3       // r is a join result
4           r = OriginalGetNext();
5           IF(r = NotFound)
6               RETURN NotFound
7           // join relations are exhausted
8           IF (CheckConsistency(CQ AND r))
9               RETURN r
10  ENDWHILE
```

Figure 5. The new \( \text{GetNext} \) function used within the constrained nested-loop operator.

The extended function first calls \( \text{OriginalGetNext} \) (line 4) to generate a tuple. It does not return this tuple, but instead calls the \( \text{CheckConsistency} \) function (line 8) to determine if the tuple satisfies the constraints on the CSP corresponding to the ACMA query. If the tuple does not satisfy the constraints, the function returns the \( \text{NotFound} \) value, indicating that the current relation does not contain any matching tuples. If the tuple satisfies the constraints, the function returns the tuple to the calling function, which can then be used in the join operation. This process continues until all matching tuples have been generated and returned, or until the \( \text{CheckConsistency} \) function returns a value indicating that the constraints cannot be satisfied by any remaining tuples in the relation.
8). The input to this function, \( CQ \text{ AND } r \), is a CSP representing the search for all solutions extended from the intermediate tuple \( r \). If this function returns false, it means that this particular intermediate tuple will not lead to any solution. Thus, the new \( \text{GetNext} \) function uses \( \text{OriginalGetNext} \) repeatedly to generate intermediate tuples until \( \text{CheckConsistency} \) returns true, indicating a tuple that may lead to solutions.

For the example in Figure 4, the join of \( S' \) and \( P' \), the relations created by the selection operators on \( S \) and \( P \), passes only two intermediate tuples, namely \{tuple 1 in \( S \), tuple 3 in \( P \)\} and \{tuple 1 in \( S \), tuple 4 in \( P \)\}, to the upper-level join operator. For a conventional nested-loop operator, the number of intermediate tuples would be the product of the size of the two join relations: in this case, four.

Also, when generating and passing the intermediate tuple \{tuple1 in \( S \), tuple 3 in \( P \)\} to the upper level operator, the consistency algorithm further refines the search space by adding new selection conditions to the selection operator attached to \( C \). By applying the bound consistency algorithm on the primitive constraints where \( T_1 \) and \( T_2 \) are determined in the intermediate tuple, we can conclude that only tuples in \( C \) that satisfy \( T_3.price < 7.1 \) and \( T_3.rate > 937 \) can join with this intermediate tuple. In other words, the bound consistency algorithm allows us to add two selection conditions \( C.rate > 937 \) and \( C.price < 7.1 \) to the selection operator attached to relation \( C \), thus removing more tuples from the domain of \( T_3 \).

This example shows how consistency-checking techniques can greatly reduce the size of the search space. The algorithms can also be implemented efficiently, as we discuss in the next section.

4. Implementation

We now present the implementation of the \( \text{CheckConsistency} \) function.

4.1 \textit{CheckConsistency} function

Our implementation of the \( \text{CheckConsistency} \) function is structured in terms of three function modules: a constraint store, a set of propagators, and a guard.

The constraint store maintains two types of basic constraints on attributes: assignment constraints such as \( \text{attr} = N \) and range constraints such as \( \text{attr} > N \). Initially, attributes are described by range constraints representing attribute value bounds derived from relations. For example, the value domain for \( T_1 \) as specified in Figure 1 provides the constraints \( T_1.price \geq 1 \) and \( T_1.price \leq 9 \). These constraints will be refined by consistency algorithms during the query processing. We give further details about this process in the following.

We represent the constraint store as a set of symbol tables, one per relation appearing in the join query. This symbol table maintains information about the attributes appearing in ACMAs. Every symbol table entry contains an attribute name, known basic constraints, and pointers to related propagators (see Figure 6). Information in the constraint store is applied to selection operators as selection conditions.

Propagators impose additional complex constraints, such as \( T_2.price + T_3.price + T_3.rate \cdot T_4.rate \leq 16 \). A propagator for a constraint \( c \) is a computation module that tries to narrow the scope of variable attributes occurring in \( c \). The node and bounds consistency algorithm is implemented in propagators. A propagator is in one of three states, inactive, active, and redundant, as follows.

- \textit{Inactive}: the constraint attached to this propagator is node and bounds consistent.
- \textit{Active}: the constraint attached to this propagator is inconsistent and consistency algorithms can be used to narrow down the scope of attributes in constraint store.
- \textit{Redundant}: the propagator is subsumed by information in the constraint store, and thus cannot further narrow the scope of the attribute.

Active propagators refine the information in the constraint store. After refinement, the state of the propagator is changed to inactive or redundant, accordingly.

The guard watches the attribute information in the constraint store and changes the state of propagators.
accordingly. Information in the constraint store may change during the search process due to, for example, a value assignment to a variable or domain refinement caused by propagators. These changes may cause inconsistency in related propagators. If inconsistency is found, the state of that propagator is changed to active. Thus, any changes in the constraint store are propagated to all related propagators, which lead to further refinement of the information in the constraint store.

Through these three modules, a complex constraint is translated into two types of basic constraints stored in the constraint store that can be refined. For a complex constraint, the corresponding propagator realizes the translation based on attributes’ bounds by using the bounds consistency algorithm (more details in Section 4.2). Because propagators simply translate query conditions into basic constraints, the consistency algorithm itself does not cause additional I/O operations.

Figure 6 shows the function modules as configured for the ACMA join of Figure 1. The query conditions include two primitive ACMA constraints \( T_2 \cdot \text{rate} \cdot T_3 \cdot \text{price} \geq 900 \) and \( T_1 \cdot \text{price} + T_2 \cdot \text{rate} \cdot T_3 \cdot \text{price} + T_3 \cdot \text{rate} \cdot T_3 \cdot \text{price} \leq 16 \). Attributes in the constraint store are described by bounds information collected from the database system. Two propagators are created for the two ACMA constraints. Based on the information in the constraint store, the guard puts these two propagators in the active state and they refine the bound of the value of attributes and the refinement results are shown in Figure 6.

### 4.2 Consistency algorithm

The node consistency algorithm is straightforward. For an ACMA constraint with only one variable attribute, it rewrites the constraint into an assignment constraint or a range constraint and put it into the constraint store.

The bounds consistency algorithm translates complex constraints into basic constraints that can be used to remove values from value domain. This algorithm is implemented in propagators. We employ the bounds consistency algorithm used in Oz [17]. A constraint has the following general form:

\[
I_k^* D_{k1}^* \ldots D_{km_k}^* \sim - \sum_{i=1}^{n+1} \prod_{j=1}^{m_i} D_{ij}
\]  

Assuming (as is common in constraint programming systems) that all attributes have values bigger than 0, we can calculate the bounds of the expression on the right side of this formula as follows.

\[
L_k = - \sum_{i=1, i \neq k}^{n+1} I_i^* \prod_{j=1}^{m_i} D_{ij} - \sum_{i=1, i \neq k}^{n+1} I_i^* \prod_{j=1}^{m_i} D_{ij}
\]

\[
H_k = - \sum_{i=1, i \neq k}^{n+1} I_i^* \prod_{j=1}^{m_i} D_{ij} - \sum_{i=1, i \neq k}^{n+1} I_i^* \prod_{j=1}^{m_i} D_{ij}
\]

Here, \( D_{ij} \) and \( D_{ij} \) denote the upper and lower bounds of the attribute \( D_{ij} \), respectively, and \( H_k \) and \( L_k \) are the upper and lower bounds of the expression on the right side of formula (1). These values can be used to refine the domains of attributes on the left side of formula (1). For example, if \( \geq \) is the logic operator ‘<’, then the range of \( D_{ij} \) is as follows.

\[
D_{ij} < \frac{H_k}{I_k^* \prod_{j=1, j \neq i}^{m_i} D_{kj}} \quad \text{if } L_k > 0
\]

\[
D_{ij} > \frac{H_k}{I_k^* \prod_{j=1, j \neq i}^{m_i} D_{kj}} \quad \text{if } L_k < 0
\]

Any value not in this range cannot possibly satisfy this constraint. Through this formula, we can obtain a range for all attributes in this constraint. We use this range to refine the description of the corresponding attribute in the constraint store. We process constraints involving other logic operators in a similar fashion.

As noted above, attributes in the constraint store are described by two types of constraints: assignment constraints and range constraints. Give a range \( R_i \) on the attribute \( attr \) calculated by the previous step, we refine its descriptions in the constraint store as follows.

```plaintext
// S is the description of attr in the constraint store
If (S is attr = v)
  If v \( \not\in \) R_i
    No consistent state for constraint
Else // S is a range R_2
  R_3 = R_1 \cap R_2 // R_3 is intersection of two ranges
  If R_3 is empty
    No consistent state for this constraint
Else S = R_3
```

The bounds consistency algorithm is used both to check if there exists a consistent state for the current constraint and to reduce the domains of variables by refining the information of their attributes in the constraint store. If a constraint does not have a
consistent state, there is no solution for this constraint. Thus, the algorithm can determine rapidly that a query is unsatisfiable, without checking any combinations.

This bounds consistency algorithm can be used to refine the search space based on constraints described by a polynomial expression of attributes. Its simplicity allows it to be implemented efficiently (i.e., with few operations). In addition, experimental studies (Section 6) show that it can refine the search space efficiently (i.e., with few constraint checks).

5. Performance evaluation

We wish to evaluate the performance of our algorithm and to compare its performance with that of a conventional database system. To this end, we first define a benchmark query: a simple ACMA join query with parameters that can be used to vary its execution complexity and selectivity.

5.1 The benchmark query Q

We define as a basis for evaluation of a simple ACMA join query on three relations A, B, and C. These relations are all defined according to either (a) the relation TENKTUP1 defined in the Wisconsin Benchmark [6], which has various attributes named KN, with values distributed uniformly from 1 to N; or (b) the relation NORM, which has two real type attributes K1000 and K10000, whose values follow a larger normal distribution with $\mu = 5000$ and $\sigma = 2500$.

```
SELECT * FROM A, B, C
WHERE
A.K1000 + B.K1000 + C.K1000 > N_1
AND
A.K1000 + B.K1000 + C.K1000 < N_2
AND
A.K10000 + B.K10000 + C.K10000 > N_3
```

Figure 7. The benchmark query Q

This query specifies a request for three tuples from relation A, B, and C with parameters that can be used to vary its execution complexity and selectivity.

5.2 Evaluation plans for Q

We present in Figure 8 three different execution plans for Q. Plan I is the execution plan created by current database system. Plans II and III are variations of the algorithm suggested in this paper. Plan II uses the selection operator initialized by the consistency-checking function, but still uses the nested-loop operator. In contrast, plan III uses the new constrained operator. We compare the performance of Plans II and III to evaluate the efficiency of the constrained operator.

6. Experimental studies

We use three performance metrics to evaluate the search efficiency of the different execution plans: the number of tuple read operations, the number of intermediate tuples, and the elapsed time required to obtain query results.

- **Number of tuple read operations.** For large databases, query performance is determined by the number of I/O operations performed. Because the number of I/O operations in a particular system depends on many factors besides the search algorithm, we use the total number of tuple read operations performed during the query process as our I/O efficiency metric.

- **Number of intermediate tuples.** We measure this number by counting the number of intermediate tuples passed from an operator to its consumer in the execution pipeline.

- **Elapsed time.** This final metric is the time between query submission and the return of results.

In our experiments, we implement three execution plans in a prototype system, Redline [14] and measure the three metrics. We conducted all experiments on an IBM T20 with a single Pentium III 700MHz processor and 128 MB memory, running Suse Linux 7.2. In order to focus on the search efficiency of our algorithm, we do not build an index for any attributes. We note that the selection operators used in our algorithm could employ indexes on attributes, if they were provided, to reduce I/O operations. Thus, our experimental results provide only a lower bound on the improvements achievable by our algorithm.
6.1 Changing relation size

In this first set of experiments, we vary the number of tuples in the relation C from 10,000 (10K) to 1280K while fixing the number of tuples in the relations A and B at 10K and fixing the join selectivity by setting $N_1=2$, $N_2=5$, and $N_3=27000$ for TENKTUP1, and $N_1=2$, $N_2=300$, and $N_3=33000$ for NORM. We use different parameters for the two datasets to achieve similar selectivity.

![Figure 9. Number of tuple read operations performed when evaluating Q, as function of the size of relation C.](image)

Figure 9 shows the number of tuple read operations performed for each of the three plans. Plan I reads from $10^4$ to $10^6$ times more tuples than do the other two plans. The reason for this large differential is that in the absence of ACMA filtering, plan I needs to calculate the Cartesian product of all join relations—and thus must perform a number of tuple read operations equal to the product of the size of all relations.

We see also that plan III performs a factor of 2.8 times fewer tuple reads than does plan II for TENKTUP1, and 36 times fewer for NORM. The reason for this difference is that the constrained join operator can filter intermediate tuples that cannot lead to any solution, thus reducing the number of tuple read operations performed by the next join operator in the pipeline. For example, in plan III, the operator that joins C with the intermediate results created by the join of A and B needs to read all tuples in C for every intermediate tuple created by the join of A and B. Thus, if the operator that joins A and B can filter an intermediate tuple, read operations on C are saved.

![Figure 10. Number of intermediate tuples generated when evaluating Q, as a function of the size of the relation C.](image)

Figure 10 shows the number of intermediate tuples generated by the different plans as a function of the size of the relation C. This number does not change with the size of C because intermediate tuples are created by the join of A and B whose sizes are fixed. However, we do see that plan III with the constrained join operator generated fewer intermediate tuples than plans I or II, and thus performs fewer tuple read operations (Figure 9) and has a smaller query elapsed time (Figure 11).

![Figure 11. Time taken to evaluate Q, as a function of the size of the relation C.](image)
Figure 11 shows the execution times measured for plans II and III when A, B, and C are TENKTUP1 relations. As expected, plan III is faster than plan II. We do not show the elapsed time for plan I because, as suggested by the analysis of the first two metrics, it cannot finish in a reasonable time. We also do not show the execution times on NORM relations, because plan II cannot finish in a reasonable time. The query Q takes longer on NORM because its attribute values have a larger range, which makes the bound consistency check less effective than on TENKTUP1.

6.2 Changing Selectivity

In this second set of experiments, we fix the number of tuples in the relations A, B, and C to 10000, and vary the join selectivity by varying the constant $N_3$ in the selection condition of Q. The constraint $A.K10000 + B.K10000 + C.K10000 > N_3$, causes the selectivity of query Q to decreases as $N_3$ increases. Thus, plans II and III can evaluate this query without really probing the search space. In contrast, plan I must perform an exhaustive search. Thus, we see that our ACMA join algorithm achieves even greater improvements relative to the conventional database join algorithm when query selectivity is small.
7. Summary

We have presented a new approach to supporting multi-join queries with arithmetic constraints in relational database systems. We introduce a new join algorithm that integrates constraint-programming techniques into relational database search. We show how this new algorithm can be implemented in terms of a new constrained join operator and a new execution plan that applies this operator. We experimentally evaluate the proposed join algorithm, comparing its performance with current join algorithms used in relational databases. The results of these experiments show a significant performance enhancement relative to conventional algorithms, particularly when query selectivity is small.

Our results suggest that we can expand the range of applicability for relational databases to encompass a significant new class of queries, and that we can do so without major changes to underlying relational database engines.
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